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Widely stirred by the London Dock Strike in 1889, trade-
unionism went ahead through the nineties with a new impetus.
Not only did it permeate fresh trades, but in main industries, such
as mining and railways, it appreciably changed its character.
In 1892, after the trade boom had ended, its membership total
in the United Kingdom was 1,576,000. By 1900, on the top of
the new boom, it was 2,022,000. That was the first time that
it passed the two million mark. There was also a great increase
in industrial stoppages. In 1893 some 30,440,000 days* work
were lost in this way. No equal figure was recorded again for
nineteen years; but the totals for 1897 and 1898 were very high
as things went then. How to avoid stoppages began to be
envisaged as one of the leading problems in industry.
The most famous disputes were the miners' lock-out in 1893
and the engineers' strike of 1897. The first was caused by the
owners' demand for a 10 per cent, reduction in wages. It
affected what was known as the English federated area, com-
prising all the main coal-fields south of the Tweed except Dur-
ham, Northumberland, and South Wales (where wages were
regulated by sliding scales). The Miners' Federation, under
whose banner the men fought, took in a number of county
miners' associations, one of which—that for Yorkshire—was the
third largest trade union in the country.1 The stoppage lasted
fifteen weeks, from the beginning of August to 17 November.
It was one of the first in which the unions developed the tactics
of inflicting shortage on the public in order to compel govern-
ment intervention. In earlier disputes, when their sole aim was
to put direct pressure on the employers concerned, they had
wished firms or areas which were the trade rivals of these em-
ployers to remain at work. But the new tactics involved trying
to stop every firm or area possible. Accordingly, though the
owners' lock-out had no reference to South Wales, the Miners'
Federation, whose writ did not officially run there, sought, in
opposition to the local unions, to close the South Wales pits. It
did so by fomenting a hauliers' strike. This was run frankly on
lines of violence, the hauliers (mostly of an age intermediate
between boys and coal-getters) forming 'marching gangs' which
went from pit to pit stopping work and handling miners brutally.
The end came when the miners of Ebbw Vale, who had been
1 The Amalgamated Society of Engineers was then the largest: the Durham
Miners' Association came second.

